
A TWO PARAMETER PERTURBATION ESTIMATE1

W. M. GREENLEE

1. Consider the boundary value problem

eAu + C(jxu) + Bu = f = /«,„

for 0<e^€0 and 0<jug/xo, where A and B are linear elliptic differen-

tial operators of respective orders m'>m over a bounded domain D;

and G is a quasilinear differential operator of the form

C(v) =   E  (-l)l'{Did(x, v,Dv,---, Dmv),       xED,

with C(0) = 0. The solution u of the above equation is to be compared

with the solution u0 of Bu0 =/o where/—»/o as e J, 0 and At J, 0. In par-

ticular, bounds of the form | u — w0| m.D = o(eT)-\-0(n) for the norm of

u—Uo in the Bessel potential space Pm(D) will be derived, assuming

a like bound for the L2(D) norm of /— f0.

For the linear problem obtained by setting C=0 above, corre-

sponding bounds have been obtained by Friedman [7], Greenlee

[9], and Huet [13], [14]. These results supplement earlier work of

Visik and Lyusternik [23], Huet [ll], [12], and Ton [21 ]. Singular

perturbation problems for nonlinear elliptic and parabolic equations

have been considered by Ton [22]. In [17], [18], [19], O'Malley has

studied multiparameter singular perturbation problems. An extensive

bibliography of the literature on singular perturbation is contained

in O'Malley [20].

In this paper a perturbation theorem for a functional equation in

abstract Hilbert space is proven. The theorem is then applied to

differential problems of the type described above. The methods are

similar to those used in [9].

2. Let V and Vo be complex Hilbert spaces with V Cc V0, i.e., V

is a vector subspace of V0 and the injection of Finto V0 is continuous,

and V dense in V0. Denote by \v\v, (v, w)r, \v\0, (v, w)0 the norms

and inner products in V and V0 respectively. Let a(v, w) be a con-

tinuous Hermitian bilinear (sesquilinear) form on V and let b(v, w)

be a continuous Hermitian bilinear form on Vo. Further assume that:

(1)  there exists /3>0 such that

\b(v,v)\   ^p\v\l       forallflGFo.
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Now let v, w—*civ, w): V0X F0—»C (the complex field) satisfy:

(2) for each fixed vE Vo, w—^c{v, w) is antilinear;

(3) e(0,tO=0    for a\\vEVQ;

(4) for each closed ball SC V0 there exists Ks>0 such that

| civ, z) — ciw, z)\   ^ Ks | v — w |01 z |o       for all v, w E S, z E V0;

and

(5) for 0<€^e0 and 0<p.^p.0 there exist a(e)>0, a(e)—>0 as e J, 0,

and 5 > 0 such that

I ea(u — w, v — w) + cifiv, v — w) — cifiw, v — w) + A(i> — w, » — w) \

2: a(e) \ v — w\v -h 8\ v — w\o        for all v, w E V.

Observe that (3) and (5) imply:

(6) for 0<e^€0,

i l i       12 I       [ 2

| taiv, v) + biv, v) I   2: a(e) | v \ Y + 5 | v \0        for all v E V.

Let V* be the antidual of Vo, i.e. the Hilbert space of continu-

ous antilinear functionals on Vo, with the usual norm, ||Z,||

= sup{|i(z;)| :vEV0 and |o|0^l}. Let Luli = L, 0<eg€0, 0</x^Mo,

and L0 be given in V0*. It follows from the Lax-Milgram lemma that

the equation

(7) b{uo, v) = Loiv)        for all v E V0

has a unique solution u0E V0. Furthermore, it follows from a theorem

of Zarantonello [24], [25] (cf. also Browder [5], [6]) that the

equations

(8) ea(x, v) + cifix, v) + i(x, v) = Loiv)        for all v E V,

and

(9) eaiu, v) + cipu, v) + biu, v) = L(d)        for all v E V,

have unique solutions x and u respectively, in V. In each of (8), (9)

it is assumed that 0 <e ^e0 and 0 <p.^p.0.

Denote by ft the linear operator defined by

bi&v, w) = aiv, w)        for all w E V

on

P(d) = {v E V: w —> aiv, w) is continuous on V in the topology of V0} ■

ft is a closed densely defined operator in V0 (cf. [9, Proposition 2.1]).

Moreover, P(ft), provided with the graph norm (|*>|o+| &v\l)112, is a
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Hilbert space, V\, which is dense in V and whose norm and inner

product will be denoted by |»|i, (v, w)u respectively. The interpola-

tion spaces by quadratic interpolation between V\ and Vo will be

denoted by Vr, O^r^l (cf. Lions [15] or Adams, Aronszajn, and

Hanna [l, Appendix l]).

For a real valued function g(e, ju) the notation g(e, n) =o(e)-\-0(fj.)

will signify that | g\ is dominated by the sum of a function of e which

is o(e) and a function of n which is 0(h). Then the following rate of

convergence theorem describes the behavior of u (and x) as e J, 0 and

Ml 0.

Theorem. Assume hypotheses (l)-(5) and let u0, u be the solutions of

(7), (9) respectively. Then one has:

(i) if u0EVi = D(a) and \\L-L0\\=O(e)+O(n) as e j 0, h j 0,
then

| u — u0 |o = 0(e) + O(n)        as e j 0,    /j j 0;

(ii) if for fixed tE[0, 1), uEVT and \L— L0\\ =o(eT)-\-0(jx) as
e i 0, jtt i 0, then

\ u — u0\o = o(er) + 0(jx)        as e J, 0,    h [ 0.

Proof. Subtraction of (8) from (9) yields

ea(u — x, v) + c(nu, v) — cfjux, v) + b(u — x, v) = (L — L0)(v)

for all vE V. By letting v = u— x it follows from (5) that

a(e) \ u — x\v + t>\ u — x\0 ^ \\L — Lo\\ ■ I u — x\o.

Hence | u — x\ 0^ (1/5)||Z, — L0\\, and so

(10) | u - «o|o ^ (l/«)||i - io|| + | x - «0|o.

Ji -ts i/?«« sufficient to prove that (i) and (ii) /jo/a" iot7/j « replaced by x.

For this purpose let S— (ft * ft)1'2 where a* is the adjoint of Q, in

F0 and let V be the continuous (nonlinear) operator defined on Vo by

b(Tv, w) = c(v, w) for all wE V0. It follows from Zarantonello's theorem

[24], [25], [5] that (ea+T/jL+I)-1 is a continuous operator on F0

and, by (8) and the definitions of ft and T, that x is the unique solu-

tion in Vi = D(a) of

(11) (eft + T/j. + I)x = M0.

Now (eS+n+1)-1 is a bounded linear operator on V0. Let y be the

unique solution in D(S) =D(&) of

(12) (eS + m + /)y = «o.
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An estimate of the form

| x — «o |o ^ (constant) | y — w0 |o,        « G (0, e0],    M G (0, no],

will now be derived.

First observe that by (6), if M is a bound for biv, w) then

(13) | (eft + I)~h |0 ^ iM/5) \v\0,        vEVo.

Also,

(14) | (e5 + p.)~h\ o ̂  (1/m) I v | o,       v E Vo.

Now (11) implies that

x = (effi + 7)_1Mo — (e« + jO^Tpx

= u0 - «a(ea + ^-'wo - (eft + I)~lTnx,

and so,

(15) x - Uo= - e(2(ea 4- Pj^Mo - (e<2 + ^-^(eft + I> + I)~lu0.

Furthermore (12) yields

(16) y = uo - ieS + p.)ieS + p. + I^Uo

and so

(17) M„ =   - ieS + P + I)(tS 4- „)-l(y - Mo).

Hence, by (15) and (17),

X — «o

= ea(ett + 7)-'(eS + p + I)(eS + p)~Ky - «0)

- (ea + /)-»r/i(«a + i> + T)-1^ + M + /)(<£ + p)-\ua - y).

Thus, using (13),

I x — M0 I o

^   I e«(e« -f I)~Ky ~ Mo) |a +  | ett(ea + f)"1^ + ju)_1(y ~ «o) |o

+ | (e« + i)-1r/x(ea + i> + /)-*[/ + (e5 + m)-x](«o - y) |o

=   I y — «o — («0t + I)~liy — Mo) |o

+ I (ea 4- /)-i«=a(6S + M)-'(y - «o) [o

+  I (ett + ^"'^(ea + Yp + /)-![/ 4- (eS 4- m)"1]^ - y) |o

^ I y - Mo |o + (A/"/5) I y - Mo |o + (Af/s) I e&ieS + M)_1(y - «o) |o

4- (if/5) I l>(ett 4- F> + /)-1[/+ (eS + m)"1](mo - y) |o

^ [l4-(2M/5)]|y-M0|o

+ (if/5) | Tpiea + Yp + /)"![/ 4- (eS 4- n)-i](«0 - y) |o-
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It follows from (16) that | ua—y\ 0^ | «o| o and so (5) and (14) imply

that

| piea +Yp + /)-![/ + ieS + p)-']iuo - y) |o ^ iM/8)[p + 1] | m0 |0.

Thus letting S={vEV0: \v\ o^iM/8) \fi0 + l]\u0\ 0}  it follows from

(1), (3), (4), and the above that with K = KS,

| x - m„ |0 ^ [1 + (2M/6) + iKM2/(582)ipo + 1)] | y - «o |o,

e G (0, e0],        p E (0, Pol

It remains to estimate \y — uo\ o- Let uEVT with tE [0, l] and let

E be the resolution of the identity for the selfadjoint operator S. Then

I . 2 i   r -i        12
| y — Mo | o =   | [ieS + p + I)-1 — I\Uo | o

("»      ie\ + p)2

= I    77~,—r^i (£(^)«o, m0)o
J0    itX + p + l)2

C°° (e\)2-2r 2,      ,2

= 2e2'        X2'--—- (E(dX)«0, «o)o +2/i    m0 o.
Jo (eX4-l)2~2r

But mGFt = P(5t) if and only if J0M X2'-(E(JX)m0, m0)o<°°  and so

Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem yields

I y - «o |o = o(eT) + OO*),       r G [0, 1),    e | 0,    p [ 0,

= 0(0+000,        r = l,    e | 0,    M | 0.

The theorem follows from (10), (18), and (19).

Observe that an explicit estimate for |m— Mo| o in terms of given

parameters, | m| 0, and | u\, is obtainable from the proof of the theo-

rem.

3. The above theorem will now be applied in the context of per-

turbation problems for elliptic partial differential equations. The

terminology of the theory of Bessel potentials will be used (cf.

Aronszajn and Smith  [3], and Adams, Aronszajn, and Smith  [2]).

Let m' > m be positive integers and let D ERn be a bounded domain

of class C2m'. Recall that for such domains and any a>0 the Bessel

potential spaces Pa(P) and P"(P) coincide up to equivalent norms

(cf. [2]). Let V be a closed subspace of Pm'iD) containing C0"(X>)-

Further let V0 be a closed subspace of Pm(P) such that VE Vo and

Fis dense in V0. For v, wEV, let

aiv, w) =      2l       I   aaix)DjvD(wdx
\i\,\i\&m>   J D
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where aijEClii(D). For v, wE V0, let

b(v, w) =     E      I   bn(x)DjvDiwdx
Itl.lilsm * d

with biiEC^CD), and let

c(v, w) =   E     I   £»(#> fW(x))Z?jwrfx

where Ci(x, £) is continuous in £ for fixed xED and measurable in x

for fixed £, and £ = (£i)|i|s»i> £i(*0 =D&. Assume moreover that

Cj(x, 0)=0 and that

I Ci(x,fi,in) — d(x,f 2,?j2) |   g iTi(fi,f2) I f 1 — f21  + K2\th — t]2\

where K~i is positive and continuous, K2 is a positive constant, and,

in the decomposition £= (f, 77), the f variables correspond to deriva-

tives of order ^k<m — (n/2). Then (2) and (3) are satisfied and it

follows from the Sobolev theorems (cf. [3, p. 424]) that (4) is satis-

fied. Assume that (1) and (5) also hold.

Let /«,„=/, foEL2(D) and let |i>|o,d, (0, w)0,d, |»|m.D, (v, w)m,D

denote the norms and inner products in L2(D) and Pm(D) respec-

tively. It now follows that there is a unique solution uE V of

ea(u, v) + c(ixu, v) + b(u, v) = (/, »)o.d = L(v),        v EV,

and a unique solution WoG Fo of

b(u0, v) = (fa, v)0,D = L0(v),        v E Vo-

Dirichlet problems. Let V=P0n'(D) = closure of Cq(D) in

Pm'(D), and V0 = Po(D) .Then according to Nirenberg [16],u0EP2m(D)

(~\Pq(D), and according to [9, Proposition 6.1 and Theorem 6.2], Fi

= D(a) is P2m'~m(D)r\Po'(D) with an equivalent norm. It follows

from the interpolation results of [9] or Grisvard [10] (cf. also

Fujiwara [8]) that for 0^t<1/4(wz'-ot), VT is p-+2(™'-»)-(D)

C\Po(D) with an equivalent norm. Thus since |/—/o| o,r> dominates

\\L — Z.o|| (cf. [9, Theorem 4.1]), it follows from the above theorem

that if for all T<l/i(m'-m), |/-/o| o,D=o(eT)+0(n) as e j 0, ju j 0,

then

I « — Mo \m,D = o(tT) + 0(p)        as € J, 0,   ii I 0

for all T<l/i(m' — m).

Observe that the statement uED(O) = P2m'-m(D)f~\Po(D) consti-

tutes a theorem on the regularity of weak solutions of the semilinear
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partial differential equations under consideration. An earlier regular-

ity theorem for such equations is contained in Browder [4]. A similar

comment applies to the next example.

Neumann problems. Let V=Pm'iD) and V0 = PmiD). Then

according to [16], u0EP2miD) and by the same line of reasoning as

used in the previous example, Fi = P(a) is a closed subspace of

P2m'-miD) determined by natural boundary conditions of orders

m', • • • , 2m'— m — 1. It follows from the interpolation results of [10]

(cf. also [8]) that for 0=r<l/24-l/4(w'-?re), VT is P»+8(«'-»)r with

an equivalent norm. Thus if 2m>m' and |/—/o[ o,D=o(eT)+0(/i) as

ejO, /* JO for all rKl/2 + l/iim'-m), then

| m - M0 \m.D = o(eT) -f- Oip)        as e i 0,    M I 0

for all T<l/2 + l/4(m' — m). The same conclusion holds in the case

2m = w' if the functions 0,-yGC|i|+m'-2m+1(O) so that M0GPm'+1(O).

Other  differential   problems  with   smooth   boundary  conditions

which fit within the above framework can be treated similarly.
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